1. The Chair called the meeting to order at 1:00pm.

2. The first order of business was to vote on the minutes from the October 3rd meeting. The committee voted and approved.

3. To goal of the meeting was to pare down/focus the collection of data for Strategic Direction III - Research, so that the metrics moving forward are meaningful as well as measurable.

4. Using a consolidated and simplified spreadsheet that included the original metrics, proposed metrics by the committee, and provided metrics from the administration for SDV prior to the meeting, the committee worked through the priorities and benchmarks.

5. The committee made recommendations regarding the following:
   a. Noting and summarizing benchmarks that have already been achieved/completed.
   b. Removing of benchmarks that were no longer applicable or no data exists.
   c. Adding of benchmarks that add meaningful information to the specific strategic priority.
   d. Noting benchmarks that would be better served with narrative responses rather than data responses.

6. OAIE will make the designated changes to the official spreadsheet and work to organize the next round of data/information collection.

7. OAIE will prepare a consolidated and simplified spreadsheet for SDV – Faculty prior to the next meeting.

8. The Chair adjourned the meeting at 2:00pm.
1. The Chair called the meeting to order at 1:00pm.

2. Since the committee did not have quorum, the vote on the minutes from the November 11th meeting will be delayed until the next meeting.

3. OAIE will soon be contacting members with a doodle poll to schedule the spring committee meetings.

4. To goal of the meeting was to pare down/focus the collection of data for Strategic Direction V - Faculty, so that the metrics moving forward are meaningful as well as measurable.

5. Using a consolidated and simplified spreadsheet that included the original metrics, proposed metrics by the committee, and provided narratives from the administration for SDV, the committee worked through the priorities and benchmarks.

6. The committee made recommendations regarding the following:
   a. Removing of benchmarks that were no longer applicable or no data exists.
   b. Adding of benchmarks that add meaningful information to the specific strategic priority.
   c. Noting benchmarks that would be better served with narrative responses rather than data responses.

7. OAIE will make the designated changes to the official spreadsheet and work to organize the next round of data/information collection.

8. OAIE will prepare a consolidated and simplified spreadsheet for SDII – Graduate prior to the next meeting.

9. The Chair adjourned the meeting at 2:05pm.